
 

Close Up Matte - Elegant Close-up Pad (Lavender Purple)
by TCC

Indulge in the epitome of luxury with our new closeup pads with velvet fabric.
Expertly crafted through a meticulous three-step process and meticulously hand-
cut, our yield is exceptionally low with an average of only one piece of finished
fabric per square meter, compared to the standard 5-6 pieces.

 The luxurious fabric creates a smooth, silky texture that is pleasing to the touch
and is higher in quality and cost compared to that used in our previous close up
pads.

 We have used 2 types of luxury velvet fabrics for our new close up pads.

 Snowflake velvet has a unique and intricate pattern resembling a snowflake-like
texture. This type of velvet is made by using a special knitting process that
creates a raised, embossed surface, giving it a distinctive look and feel.

 Experience a heavy design sense with our thickened card mat that doubles as a
work of art, even without a magic performance.

 Designed for all close-up work, this pad is sturdy yet lightweight, the golden
aspect ratio of 0.68 elevates the aesthetic appeal of your desktop performance,
offering effortless usage and visual elegance.

 The thickness combined with a sturdy PU leather base firmly secures the deck to
any tabletop, providing unparalleled stability for bold and safe magical actions.

 The luxurious presentation continues with the high-quality black card envelope
packaging, featuring a unique window design that allows you to both see and feel
the fabric and leather texture.

 For the packaging, we have used a high-quality black card envelope with a
unique window design. You get to intuitively feel the texture of the fabric and
leather while simultaneously seeing the color match. Experience it visually and
tactilely.The thickness combined with a sturdy PU leather base firmly secures the
deck to any tabletop, providing unparalleled stability for bold and safe magical
actions.
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 Features:

Ideal for close-up performances.
Durable yet lightweight construction.
The luxurious fabric creates a smooth, silky texture that is pleasing to the
touch and is higher in quality and cost compared to that used in our
previous close up pads.
The matte fabric has a medium texture and is not overly stiff, allowing for
a comfortable grip.
The fabric is paired with a thick high-density sponge for optimal resilience
and a soft cushioning surface.
The bottom is made of black lychee embossed PU leather, providing a
non-slip and wear-resistant base.
The top layer and base are supported by hardwood boards for added
stability.
The product comes packaged in a high-quality custom black cardboard
envelope with a unique window design, allowing for clear product
visibility.
Available in 4 variants: Red/Black, Golden Velvet and Lavender Purple,
Orange Snowflake Velvet.
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